
Compliance with employment law posting regulations is difficult to manage, especially 
when you have multiple locations and requirements that vary by county, city, or municipality. 
Fortunately, you can protect your company against federal, state, and local labor violations 
and potential litigation with our Employment Law Poster Audit & Research Service.

This invaluable service consists of two components:

Research Service – Our knowledgeable research team will identify the posting 
requirements for each of your sites based on federal, state and local jurisdictions. You’ll 
receive a summary of requirements by location — updated on a regular basis — so you 
know exactly what you need to comply with, and when.

Audit Service – With this comprehensive audit, you’ll have visibility into which postings  
are currently posted at your facilities. Flexible audit options (ranging from a phone or  
email survey to an onsite visit from our research team) will reveal any gaps in your 
compliance program.

Gaps found can be filled with our full line of employment law posters. Written and  
produced in-house and backed by more than 60 years of compliance knowledge,  
our posters will bring you into compliance. As a leading provider of 
employment law posters, our service can accommodate any required 
poster you need, on demand.

Why J. J. Keller?

Since 1953, we’ve helped companies nationwide reduce risk and improve  
compliance. Each month, our team of regulatory experts:

 Researches and monitors federal and state employment law

 Writes and publishes HR whitepapers, newsletters, and manuals

 Answers hundreds of HR compliance questions from customers

 Contributes articles on HR topics to magazines and newspapers

J. J. Keller® Employment Law Poster Audit & Research Service 
 Eliminate time-consuming research and ensure compliance  
with federal, state and local posting regulations.

J. J. Keller® Consulting Services
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Gain compliance confidence  
while leaving tedious research to us.

Contact us today for a no-obligation discussion. 
888.473.4638  |  JJKeller.com


